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Apollo are proud to introduce our latest
collections of precision-made, beautiful
blinds and window treatments.
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'YOU
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There’s something suitable for every
room in your home, so enjoy dressing
your windows to reflect your style!
All our window treatments are made to
measure, installed and safe by design.
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Roller blinds
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you can even motorise
for a touch of affordable
luxury

ROLLER BLIND
COLLECTION S
Choose from our extensive range of
over 700 plain, patterned and textured
Roller blind fabrics.
We offer blackout, translucent and
transparent textiles, so you can
choose the level of light filtering or light
exclusion that’s just right for you.
We have a range of system solutions
for different window types, including
a smooth slow rise with no cords,
motorised for a touch of luxury or with
a chain operation.
You can add some details with
trims or a tassel if you like a little
ornamentation, or perhaps add a
scalloped edge. We even have the
Elegance system with a facia to hide
the roller. Or you could just keep it
simple with today’s more minimalist
look, with a choice of either a stylish,
simple aluminium bottom bar or
wrapped fabric finish.

You choose
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Or use our ‘you choose’ service,
with a fabric from your favourite
store or designer, and we will
have it specially laminated, fully
lined and created into a beautiful
bespoke Roller blind (or Roman
blind) to properly fit and perfectly
match your existing interior
scheme. Here we feature John
Lewis ‘Tilia’ for a beautiful, boho
bedroom.
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The unique honeycomb construction of DUETTE ® blinds makes these
shades soft, durable and highly energy efficient.
This design blocks the heat out in summer and helps keep the warmth
in during winter. The amount of solar heat entering your home can be
reduced by up to 78%, and heat loss at the window can be reduced by
up to 46%.
DUETTE ® blinds will give privacy and also protect your furniture from
harmful UV light.
The echo effect and reverberation of noise can also be significantly
reduced, with acoustics improving by up to 45%.
DUETTE ® blinds are easy to clean and suitable for small and large
windows alike. They are very versatile, and also available in a ‘Top-Down/
Bottom-Up (multizone)’ version and a ‘Day & Night’ version (a combination
of transucent and blackout fabrics). There is also a choice of two child-safe
operating systems: the superb Literise® or Smartcord®
These attractive fabrics come in a choice of almost 300 colours. There are
blackout, translucent and sheer options, and a choice of 3 pleat widths.
Very versatile, and suitable for arch-shaped windows, tricky sloped
windows, roof blinds, patio and bi-fold doors, conservatories and standard
windows too!
With no visible cords, no visible holes in the fabric, and crisp and even
pleats that never fall out!

The INTU® blind is an innovative and flexible system that can
be used with Roller, Pleated, Venetian or DUETTE ® blinds. This
system integrates neatly with all modern windows, including
tilt-and-turn windows, glazed doors and conservatories, for a
sleek and simple finish.
Particularly suited to uPVC doors and windows, INTU® blinds
can be installed easily in any home, without the need for screws
or holes. Lift or lower the bottomrail and the inbuilt cording will
hold the blind perfectly in the chosen position.
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We also offer the INTU® MICRO blind, a compact, pleated
system that works seamlessly within the limited space afforded
by bi-fold doors while retaining the superb quality of the INTU®
blind system.

Warm wood
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BESPOKE & ESSENTIAL
WOOD COLLECTION S
There is nothing as beautiful as natural materials in the home. Wood blinds give an atmosphere and
warmth to a room, and are so easy to live with.
The Apollo Wood Collections offer an amazing choice of:
· Over 100 slat colours
· Four widths of slat: 25mm, 35mm, 50mm & 65mm (shutter style)
· Real and faux woods within the Essentials Collection.
· Woven tape or ladder cord
· Wood or aluminium tassel
· Wood or aluminium valance.
· There is also a privacy slat available in four colours - ideal for bathrooms or where additional privacy
is important for you.
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Beautiful, durable and elegant, shutters
give your home an airy, timeless feel.
Choose from Lifestyle shutters that look
just like wood. Made from a versatile
material that is water and moisture
resistant, they will never warp or fade,
and are easy to clean. They come with a
25-year guarantee, for complete peace
of mind.
Or choose superb Plantation shutters,
the ideal way to bring a little beach
house into your home. Made in a variety
of natural woods and wood-painted
finishes, in a variety of styles and colours.
Plantation shutters have many
advantages over traditional curtains or
blinds, with tilting slats for additional
light control or total privacy, plus fully
open to fully closed to create the perfect
ambience for relaxing, entertaining or
sleeping!

Shutters

SHUTTERS
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Venetian

VENETIAN
BLINDS
Modern, versatile and understated, Apollo Venetian blinds are a great choice when it comes to shade
control, allowing you to adjust and diffuse the amount of light entering a room, without spoiling your
view. Choose from a diverse range of materials and finishes.
Highlights:
· Over 200 slat styles and types
· Co-ordinating tape and trim options
· Made in Britain
· 2-Year Guarantee
Venetian blinds are an incredibly versatile decorative solution that offer a variety of styles to match any
décor. Apollo's range includes over 200 exciting colours and finishes: from aluminium and wood effect
to subtle pastels and bold vibrant shades. We even offer striking metallic finishes and abstract designs.
Manufactured from the highest-quality materials available anywhere in the world today, Apollo Venetian
blinds combine functional practicality and versatility. With a simple twist, Venetian blinds enable you to
optimise your ideal ambient light conditions and control privacy and security. Made to your personal
specifications, these blinds ensure the perfect finish to your living space.
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Pleated

PLEATED
COLLECTION
Filter the light entering your home with a
stunning Pleated blind. Colourful, subtle,
patterned or sheer, translucent or room
darkening, these versatile blinds give you
privacy wherever you need it.
Our comprehensive collecton includes
fabrics to dress any window stylishly and
practically. A very modern alternative to
nets or voiles, they can be used effectively
alongside traditional curtains too.
Stacking to a very neat top when fully raised,
they are a very unobtrusive way to control
light, shade and privacy.

ROMAN BLIND, CURTAIN
& CUSHION COLLECTION
A spectacular array of exquisite new fabric
weaves and prints, all presented within our
innovative colour swatches. The fabrics have
been carefully arranged in colour groups to
make selection easy, and we believe you’ll just
love choosing from this delicious range!
Within the collection you will find a
comprehensive array of traditional and
contemporary fabrics in pure cottons and
polyesters, including delicate botanical
prints and classic stripes, as well as a vast
array of plains and textures, allowing you
to mix and match to create the look you
desire. All curtains and blinds are beautifully
made and finished, and fully lined for
warmth, privacy and light control.
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All the fabrics within the collection can be
used to create beautiful Roman blinds,
curtains (with a choice of heading styles)
and even co-ordinating or matching
cushions too in a piped or unpiped finish!

OR CHOOSE YOUR
OWN FABRIC and using
our personalised 'you
choose' service have it
made into a beautiful and
unique Roman Blind.

TWILIGHT COLLECTION
Twilight is an innovative and stylish way of managing light in any room in any home. Its unique duoroller fabric system incorporates both solid and sheer fabric panels. The continuous loop of fabric is
adjusted around a bottom bar to provide varying degrees of light or shade, according to the matching
or contrasting fabric panels.
Twilight is available on the exclusive Apollo Blinds Elegance headrail system, which has an aluminium
fascia in six exciting colours and can also be matched to the aluminium bottom rail.
The range has 24 fabric types, including plain, textured and designer styles. You can choose from over
100 colours and textures in the entire collection.
Twilight at a glance:
· Precise light and vision control
· More than 100 fabrics to choose from
· Unique bottom-bar system
· Available with chain operation or motorised
· New hardware colour options
· Option for two blinds on one fascia for even more control
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Twilight
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Vertical

VERTICAL BLIND
COLLECTION
A modern, simple window treatment for contemporary living, providing subtle shade and privacy, with
the flexibillity to allow light to flood in when you wish!
The Apollo Blinds range of Vertical blinds are sleek, modern and combine the latest fabric technologies
to create amazing textures in a very understated way. You can choose from translucent, transparent
and blackout fabrics.
Ideal for large windows and doors, French doors, patio windows or bi-fold doors. Curved rails also
make them an ideal option for bay windows and other windows that may be a little more tricky to
dress.
Our latest collection induldes washable fabrics too!
Co-ordinating Roller blinds are also available, so you can create a look that is totally consistent across
all the windows and doors in your home.
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Awnings

AWNING
COLLECTION
Enhance your home with an Apollo Blinds made-to-measure awning. Enjoy al fresco dining in
shaded comfort and extend your evenings with additional integrated lighting and heating!
All our awnings and canopies are made to fit perfectly over your patio doors or windows.
Practical and home enhancing, an awning can add usable space to your home and garden, as
well as protect you, your children and your furniture from damaging UV rays.
Awnings are also the ultimate in heat protection if you have a problem area with heat gain
through a large glazed area.
Our collection offers over 200 acrylic easy-to-clean fabrics, backed with a 5-year guarantee.
Motorised or manual options are available, as well as optional sun and wind sensors!
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Skylight

SKYLIGHT
BLINDS
The Apollo Elegance Skylight system is a horizontal skylight blind system, designed to transform
lantern roofs, skylights and orangery roofs effortlessly.
They operate under tension covering areas up to 48m2, making the Elegance Skylight system the ideal
solution for modern glazed architectural features.
Elegance Skylight blinds come with a choice of hundreds of fabrics from blackout to screen,
depending on your particular requirements, in a comprehensive range of colours to suit all types of
décor.
The powder-coated, corrosion-resistant hardware is available in white as standard, with the option of
powder coating in hundreds of special colours to suit.
Elegance Skylight blinds are operated either manually or motorised using Somfy RTS motors.
Motorised blinds have the option of a sun sensor or an electronic timer to control the blind
automatically.

Conservatory
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We offer a range of
shading solutions for
conservatories.
You can choose from our
Roller, Vertical, Venetian,
Pleated, Wood, and
DUETTE ® blind ranges.
We offer a full inspection,
measure and fit, with
recommendations to suit
your particular needs and
window type.

bi-fold

The INTU® MICRO blind is a
compact system that works
seamlessly within the limited
space afforded by bi-folding
doors, using the superb quality
INTU® blind system.
Bespoke 16mm pleated or
honeycomb fabrics (for added
insulation and no visible cords)
fit within the reveals of bi-fold
doors.
This system can equally be
used on other PVC, wooden or
aluminium doors and windows.

A specialist solution for
bi-fold doors
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Digi blinds

Personalise or advertise with our ‘you choose’ service. We can print a suitable high-resolution image
(or your logo if you are a business), onto a Roller Blind or an awning. We will review the design with
you until you are happy to go to print. Your finished blind or awning will then be professionally fitted or
installed.
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Child safety

Child safety is of
paramount importance.
Our fully trained fitters
ensure ALL our operating
systems and blinds are
child and pet safe.

Inspiring Ideas
Expertly Delivered

For expert advice, free fitting and measuring
& perfect made-to-measure blinds, awnings
or shutters, find your local Apollo Blinds at:
www.apollo-blinds.co.uk

